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Abstract— This paper describes an approach we have
been using to identify specific-domain ontology compo-
nents by using Self-Organizing Maps. These components
are clustered together in a natural way according to their
similarity. The knowledge maps, as we call them, show col-
ored regions containing knowledge components that may
be used to populate an specific-domain ontology. Later,
these ontology may be used by software agents to carry
out basic reasoning task on our behalf. In particular, we
deal with the issue of not constructing the ontology from
scratch, our approach helps us to speed up the ontology
creation process.

1 Introduction

The semantic web, requires that the information contained
into digital archives is structured [4]. In the last few years
a number of proposals on how to represent knowledge via
ontology languages have paraded [42, 10, 17, 15, 30]. Now
that OWL has become an standard [25], the real challenge
has started. Slowly but surely the web is to be populated
with structured knowledge that will allow software agents
to act on our behalf. Converting the current web into the
next generation one, the Semantic Web, is to take much
longer if no semi-automatic approaches are taken into ac-
count to carry out this enterprise. This is what our paper
is all about. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In section 2 some related work is introduced. Our
approach is outlined in section 3. Results are presented in
section 4, and conclusions and further work in section 5.

2 Related Work

Vast amounts of knowledge are currently available on the
Internet and its quantity is growing rapidly. This has un-
derlined the weakness of current mechanisms and tech-
niques used to give users access to this knowledge. The
difficulty of extracting, filtering, and organizing knowledge
from expert domains has challenged the research commu-
nity which is now extremely interested in reusing knowl-
edge. The fundamental problem is how to extract for-
mal and consistent knowledge representations suitable for
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specialised tasks such as inference. In the context of the
semantic web, one of the most important challenges is
the mapping of large amounts of unstructured information,
suitable for humans,into formal representation of knowl-
edge [4]. In the next subsections we have a brief look
at some related work on Ontologies and Self-Organizing
Maps which are the framework of our approach.

2.1 Ontologies

An ontology may be referred to as an agreed conceptualiza-
tion. In other words, it is a set of elements that, as a whole,
allow us represent real world domains, an academic one for
instance. Must be said that representing knowledge about
a domain as an ontology is a challenging process which
is difficult to achieve in a consistent and rigorous way. It
is easy to lose consistency and to introduce ambiguity and
confusion [3]. The ontology life cycle usually requires the
following [8, 29, 9, 7, 46] activities (Fig.1):

Gathering The acquisition and collection of the knowl-
edge from the domain in which we are interested. It usually
involves dealing with unstructured data in natural language
from digital archives.

Extraction This requires background knowledge for cre-
ating taxonomies of the domain in a semi-automatic way.
Learning techniques may be applied by the knowledge en-
gineer for this task.

Organization Imposing a structure on the knowledge ac-
quired and generating formal representations of it for later
being used by software agents or humans.

Merging Defining mapping rules to facilitate interlingua
exchange relating information from one context to another.
This activity is as important asExtraction. It can be re-
ferred to as finding commonalities between two knowledge
bases and deriving a new knowledge base.

Refinement Improving structure and content of the
knowledge about the domain by eliciting knowledge from
the domain experts. It amends the knowledge at a finer
granularity level.



Figure 1: The ontology life cycle.

Retrieval Communicating the knowledge to users in
such a way that computational mechanisms also can have
access to it.

A number of interesting approaches can be found in the
literature. For instance, in [16] the use of the so-calledSim-
ple HTML Ontology Extension(SHOE) in a real world in-
ternet application is described. A similar approach is pre-
sented in [2]. Mosttag-annotatedweb pages tend to cat-
egorize concepts, therefore there is no need for complex
inference rules to perform automatic classification. One
of the most common uses of an ontology is to support
the development of agent-based systems for web search-
ing [31, 13]. It has also been use to characterize scientific
Web communities [44], and in helping to give sense to un-
structured text [27].

2.2 Self-Organizing Maps

We start this section, by describing some basic ideas related
to Self-Organizing Maps (SOM). Clustering is the unsu-
pervised process of grouping patterns, observations, data
items, or feature vectors [18]. This problem has been ad-
dressed in different contexts and by researchers since the
60’s in many disciplines, reflecting its broad appeal and
usefulness as one of the steps in exploratory data analy-
sis. A pattern set can be denoted asS = {d1, .., dm}.
The ith pattern inS is denoted asdi = {ai1, .., ain},
di ∈ ℜn. This pattern set is viewed as anm×n matrix. The
individual scalar componentsaik are calledfeatures or
patterns. Some classic approaches to the problem include
partitional methods [37], hierarchical agglomerative clus-
tering [40], and unsupervised bayesian clustering [34]. A
widely used partitional procedure is the k-means algorithm
[19]. A problem with this procedure is the selection ofk a
priori. An alternative to these methods is SOM which does
not make any assumptions about the number of clusters a
priori, the probability distributions of the variables, orthe
independence between variables.

Perhaps the most well-known project isWEBSOM2[22].
This is an organization, searching and browsing system. In

this case, a document map is presented as a series of HTML
pages facilitating exploration. A specified number of best-
matching points are marked with a symbol and can then
be used as starting points for browsing. Some other ap-
proaches use SOM as a clustering and visualization soft-
ware tool [24, 28, 39]. They have also been used to es-
timate mobile location [47], pattern recognition [1], and
gene clustering [48].

3 Methods

Our software is written in Java, which offers robust, mul-
tiplatform, and easy networking functionalities. Being a
object-oriented programming language, it also facilitates
reuse as well. Speed is not an issue anymore as computer
processors are faster and faster. Java and its various APIs
are powerful enough for constructing ontology software
systems. The idea of combining ontologies and semantic
maps has motivated our work. For the semantic web to be-
come a reality, we need to transform the current web into a
web where software agents are able to negotiate and carry
out trivial tasks for us. Doing this manually, would mean
a bottleneck for the semantic web. We need software tools
that help us accomplish this enterprise.

Our system consists of two applications: Spade and
Grubber [6, 5]. The former pre-processes html pages and
creates a document space. The latter is fed with the doc-
ument space and produces knowledge maps that allow us
visualize ontology components contained from a digital
archive. They may later be organized as a set ofInstances,
Relations, and Functions. Problem solvers may use
those for inferring new data [11, 12, 46, 33].

3.1 The Algorithm

SOM can be viewed as a model of unsupervised learn-
ing and an adaptive knowledge representation scheme [38].
Adaptive means that at each iteration a unique sample is
taken into account to update the weight vector of a neigh-
bourhood of neurons [21]. Adaptation of the model vectors
take place according to the following equation:

mi(t + 1) = mi(t) + hci(t)[x(t) − mi(t)] (1)

where t∈ N is the discrete time coordinate,mi ∈ ℜn is
a node, andhci(t) is a neighbourhood function. The lat-
ter has a central role as it acts as a smoothing kernel de-
fined over the lattice points and defines the stiffness of the
surface to be fitted to the data points. This function may
be constant for all the cells in the neighbourhood and zero
elsewhere. A common neighbourhoodkernel that describes
a natural mapping and that is used for this purpose can be
written in terms of the Gaussian function:

hci(t) = α(t) exp(−
||rc − ri||2

2σ2(t)
) (2)
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whererc, ri ∈ ℜ2 are the locations of the winner and a
neighbouring node on the grid,α(t) is the learning rate
(0 ≤ α(t) ≤ 1), andσ(t) is the width of the kernel. Both
α(t) andσ(t) decrease monotonically.

The major steps of our approach are as follows:

a) Produce adocument space A document space is cre-
ated with the individual vector spaces.

b) Construct the SOM By using a suitable number of
cells and iterations the map is trained with the
docuspace.

Once the SOM has been trained, ontology components
can be seen and examined clustered together. One im-
portant difference between our approach and Kohonen’s is
that we do not useaverage context[38, 20] to create the
docuspace. In other words, Kohonen uses phrases for the
creation of the lexicon which turns out into a much bigger
docuspace. We have used one-word terms for the lexicon.
This helps us reduce the dimensionality of the dataset, as
contextual information is clustered together anyway. Pre-
liminary results were surprisingly close to our intuitive ex-
pectations. After this, some other ontology tools such as
editors can be used to organize this knowledge. Finally, it
can be embedded into the digital archive where it was ex-
tracted from by means of any of the ontology languages
that exist.

4 Results

This section presents two experiments that we have carried
out. Firstly, we compare our results, from a very small data
set, to those of other authors. In [38, 36] thisdatasetis pre-
sented, rather poorly compared to our approach, and anal-
ysed. Our approach uses a 4x4 SOM and presents the same
data by using colored areas. Then the results from applying
our approach to a bigger digital archive, for identifying on-
tology components, are shown. Both subsections present
the data in two ways, what we have called the Entity Map
and the Attribute Map. The former showsentities clus-
tered together as main features and their corresponding at-
tributes as subfeatures. The latter, exhibitsattributes as
main features and their corresponding entities as subfea-
tures.

4.1 Animals

This scenario, as mentioned, is real simple. Basically it
contains two kinds of animals, namely birds and mammals.
These have been clustered together. A brief definition of
the classes of this scenario is given as follows.

Birds These are creatures with feathers and wings. Most
birds can fly. The following are the birds that are part of this
scenario: dove, hen, duck, goose, owl, hawk, eagle. Birds

in this scenario are described in terms of their attributes,
so a number of subclasses may be identified. For instance,
some of these birds fly, some other do not. It is interest-
ing to note that in this particular dataset all the birds have
feathers and have two legs. Are these the most important
attributes of birds? That is for the experts to decide for we
all know that humans have also two legs and penguins have
no feathers at all. But we also know that they are not part
of this dataset.

Mammals These on the other hand are creatures that give
birth to their young and feed them with milk. The follow-
ing are the mammals that are part of this scenario: cow,
fox, dog, wolf, cat, tiger, lion, horse, zebra. Mammals
are also described in terms of their attributes such that new
subclasses may be identified. For instance, some of these
mammals hunt, some other do not. Note that in this dataset
all the mammals have four legs and hair. Are these at-
tributes the ones that define mammals? Probably not. But
again an expert will decide. We all know that mammals
feed their young with milk and this attribute does not ap-
pear in the dataset.

Background knowledge would allow even children to
classify, or at least identify, some of these animals and
perhaps draw a basic taxonomy of the domain. Experts
on the other hand may elaborate some more complex tax-
onomies from this small scenario by means of browsing
our knowledge maps, either the entity map or the attribute
map. Other more complex scenarios from the animal king-
dom would include reptiles, fish, amphibian, insects, or
mollusc, not included here [41]. From the experiments we
have found that one dominant characteristic amongst the
animals is their size, e.g. birds are small, mammals come
in two sizes. On the other hand, birds of prey and hunting
mammals, small animals with feathers, big animals with
hooves, and the ones with four legs and hair are also clus-
tered together. This is consistent with earlier tests carried
out on the dataset. Both SOMs are shown in Figure 2. It
must be noticed that the vector spaces forzebra and horse,
and owl and hawkare equal. The ones forhen and duck
are approximately equal. Similarly, the vector spaces for
the Attributesfeather and two legs, and hair and four legs
are equal. That is why some areas overlap and produce a
combination of colorings.

4.2 Digital Archives

For our second analysis a set of web pages of the Com-
puter Science Department1at Nottingham University has
been used. A University consists of a number of entities,
for instanceschool andperson. One School has generally
more that oneresearch group. A person usually plays more
that onerole within the school,member of a research

1http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk
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Figure 2: An animal dataset and its ontology components.Left . Attribute Map: main feature and subfeatures of cell [3,1].
Right. Entity Map : main feature and subfeatures of cell [2,3]. Every single cell contains its own data.

group for instance, and has a number ofpublications. A
specific domain such an academic domain requires knowl-
edge from the experts in order to produce a complex ontol-
ogy. Before going any further, the definitions of some of
the domain ontology components that we are looking for
are briefly given.

Department The computer science department is one of
the many departments in the University of Nottingham.
The department comprises theSchool of Computer Science
and Information Technology (CSiT)and theInformatics In-
stitute of Information Technology(formerly the ICL Insti-
tute of IT). They both offer a number of postgraduate pro-
grams and courses for undergraduate students.

Lectures These are talks that some members of the
school give to teach people about a particular module, for
instance from the Module calledIntroduction to Artificial
Intelligence(G5AIAI) some lectures are: Blind Searches,
Game Playing, and Neural Networks. For easy referencing,
lectures have a course code, shown above in parenthesis.

Tutorials These are regular sessions between a tutor and
a number of students for discussion of a subject being stud-
ied. PhD students usually play the role of tutors and under-
graduates are tutees. Sometimes exercises are solved dur-
ing these sessions.

Coursework Coursework are assignments that students
do during the course of Modules. These count towards their
final grades. Each module includes at least one coursework.
Exercises and sometimes essays are also considered as part
of coursework.

Laboratories Laboratories are rooms containing specific
equipment for students to actually put in practice what they

have learnt during their courses. Computers are the main
equipment needed in the field of Computer Science. Pro-
fessors and Lectures arrange a number of practicals for the
students to be carried out in the labs to reinforce knowledge
about a specific subject.

Exercises Exercises are particular pieces of tasks that
students work out. They are designed to help students learn
particular skills about a subject. They usually are super-
vised by PhD students during tutorials.

Surveys Surveys are detailed accounts about topics.
They are usually written by researchers, including PhD stu-
dents, in the form of literature reviews before research pro-
posals or as introductory chapters in theses.

Industry Industries make and supply particular products,
or provide and distribute particular services for the commu-
nity. Industries are interested in improving their processes
of producing and providing better products and services. In
order to improve those processes, Industries support finan-
cially a number of academic research initiatives within the
Universities for research to be done for them.

Again, background knowledge is very important.
Browsing the SOMs gives us a clear idea and helps us un-
derstand what the domain is all about. For instance we
can readily identifypeople within the domain, theirroles2,
modules3 that are taught, andresearch4 interests of the
members of the school. Terms likeieee, confer(ence), pro-
ceed(ings), workshop, journal, spring(er)5, and even the lo-
cation of the school (wollaton, jubil(e), campu(s), notting-
ham), and how to reach it (driv(e), rout(e), map, direc(tion),

2Professor, student, head, tutor, assistant, lecturer.
3Databases, java, data structures, artificial intelligence.
4Scheduling, software agents, functional programming.
5Terms truncated by thestemmer.
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Figure 3: An academic domain and its ontology components.Left . Attribute Map: main feature and subfeatures of cell
[29,14].Right. Entity Map : main feature and subfeatures of cell [3,29]. Every single cell contains its own data.

guid(e)) are clustered together. Further subcategories are
also visualized, for instance, within theImage Processing
and Interpretation Research Groupwe found terms like
text, vision, ai, colour, recognition, imagegrouped ( Fig.3).
The domain expert, by using these ontology components, is
able to construct a basic ontology of the domain. By using
some other software tools, for organizing the ontology and
the found components (fig.1), the knowledge engineer may
tailor specific-domain ontologies for software agent appli-
cations by means of ontology languages [42]. For instance,
this ontology can be embedded later into web pages for
agents to use and perform intelligent information retrieval.

5 Conclusions

A common ontology enables collaborators, software agents
and humans for instance, to work together with a minimal
risk of misunderstanding. Background knowledge allow us
to classify or at least identify some of these elements and
extract a basic taxonomy from the domain. But, it is for the
experts to decide whether the elements that have been iden-
tified are valid ontology components from the domain. This
is very important and must be emphasized as there is not a
formal evaluation technique other than some ontology val-
idation software tools. Once those components have been
validated, more complex taxonomies may be elaborated.
The use of some other software tools, for organizing the
ontology and the found components, we can tailor specific-
domain ontologies for software agent applications. Must be
said that the acquisition and representation of knowledge
needs to take into account the complexity that is present in
domains as well as the needs of users or agents carrying out
the search. Principled techniques that allow the ontological
engineer to deal with the problems caused by such com-
plexity need to be developed, and the ideas in this paper
have shown promise as avenues of investigation to populate

the new web, the so called semantic web, where software
agents will carry out reasoning and inference tasks in our
behalf.
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